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ABSTRACT
A primary task of the petroleum geologist is to integrate and evaluate all available core, mudlog, DST, and log data associated with a well to identify zones of 
interest likely to produce commercial hydrocarbons (“pay zones”).  In the Permian Basin, the availability of core, mudlogs, and/or DSTs is a rare treasure, 
resulting in the reliance upon open hole well log data of various vintages as the primary tool for determining the presence of moveable hydrocarbons.  Often 
this log analysis takes the form of calculating water saturation (Sw) from the Archie equation using standard parameters (a=1, m=2, n=2) and applying 
minimum porosity and maximum Sw cutoffs to flag potential pay zones.

However, log analysis in carbonate reservoirs can present unique challenges.  When a carbonate reservoir has textures and pore types similar to the 
sandstones used to develop Archie’s equation (i.e., interparticle pores), the calculation of Sw from well logs is relatively straightforward.  Yet carbonates are 
extremely susceptible to cementation and dissolution and often contain non-Archie pore types (e.g., intraparticle, vuggy, moldic, etc.), which may grossly 
violate the assumption of m=2 (if m>2, calculated Sw is lower than actual) and inherently possess a higher relative permeability to water.  Without alternative 
methods to confirm the standard Archie Sw assumptions, porosity and Sw cutoffs alone are inadequate for differentiating between a profitable target and an 
uneconomic teaser.

To address these challenges, over the decades several authors have established empirical relationships and interpretation techniques that provide insight into 
the pore types present, predict the fluid produced, and better estimate Sw using common open hole log suites.  The Carbonate Well Log and Core Analysis 
spreadsheet tool brings together many of these underutilized log analysis techniques advocated by Dr. George Asquith and others to rapidly screen and de-risk 
potential pay zones in carbonate reservoirs.  When routine core data and/or capillary pressure data is also available, additional productivity insights can be 
gained by comparing log analysis results with core-derived saturations, reservoir quality indicators, height above free water level, etc. all within this integrated 
analysis tool.

PBS-SEPM Carbonate Well Log and Core Analysis Spreadsheet v. 5.0:  Overview and Utility

SPEAKER BIO
Cory Hoffman is a Geological Senior Advisor for Apache Corporation responsible for providing technical guidance in the development of 50+ 
operated Permian Region conventional carbonate assets undergoing primary, secondary (waterflood), and/or tertiary (CO2 flood) recovery.  
He received a B.S. in Geology from Virginia Tech and a Ph.D. in Geology from the University of Texas at Austin where he specialized in 
carbonate sedimentology and cyclostratigraphy.  Cory began his professional career with Texaco (Midland, TX) in 1999, and is a Texas 
Licensed Professional Geoscientist with over 20 years of experience in the oil and gas industry.  With the notable exception of evaluating and 
managing Midland Basin resource plays, most of his career has focused on the development of carbonate and mixed carbonate-clastic 
reservoirs throughout the Permian Basin encompassing a variety of formations, depositional environments, diagenetic overprints, 
mineralogies, pore types, pore fluids, logging suites, and production behaviors.  Given his development bent and strong interest in 
petrophysics, Cory received advanced training in formation evaluation and reservoir characterization from many industry experts (e.g., Doug 
Hilchie, George Asquith, Gene Ballay, Jerry Lucia, and Dan Hartmann), and captured many of those useful yet underutilized log analysis and 
core analysis techniques in a spreadsheet tool to help geologists predict and explain production behavior as well as identify bypassed pay.
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